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gamut, from the lowest note to the highest; whereas the intel

lectual character of the Scotch, like instruments of a narrower

range, such as the harp and. the violin, lies more in the middle

of the scale. By at least one degree it does not rise so high;

by several degrees it does not sink so low. There is an order

of English mind to which Scotland has not attained: our first

men stand in the second. rank, not a foot-breadth behind the

foremost of England's second-rank men; but there is a front

rank of British intellect in which there stands no Scotchman.

Like that class of the mighty men of David, to which Abishai

and Benaiah belonged,
-

great captains, who went down into

pits in the time of snow and slew lions, or "who lifted up the

spear against three hundred men at once, and prevailed,"

they attain not, with all their greatness, to the might of the

first class. Scotland has produced no Shakspeare ; - Burns

and Sir Walter Scott united would fall short of the stature of

the giant of Avon. Of Milton we have not even a representa
tive. A Scotch poet has been injudiciously named. as not

greatly inferior; but I shall not do wrong to the memory of an

ingenious young man, cut off just as he had mastered his

powers, by naming him again in a connection so perilous. He

at least was guiltless of the comparison; and it would be cruel

to involve him in the ridicule which it is suited to excite.

Bacon is as exclusively unique as Milton, and as
exclusively

English; and. though the grandfather of Newton was a Scotch

man, we have certainly no Scotch Sir Isaac. I question, in

(Iced, whether any Scotchman attains to the powers of Locke:

there is as much solid thinking in the "Essay on the Human

Understanding," greatly as it has become the fashion of the

age to depreciate it, and notwithstanding its fundamental error,

as in the works of all our Scotch metaphysicians put together.

It is, however, a curious fact, and worthy, certainly, of careful
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